Guess what it takes
to buy today's fastest
tape backup system.

•

Now 120MB!

plus optional Xenix@
Usually, high performance comes with
a high price tag. Usually. But not with
JUMBO from Colorado Memory Systems.
It's the fastest floppy interface tape drive
around. And you can buy it for—you
guessed it—peanuts. JUMBO is nearly
twice as fast as most other drives. It puts
away 10MB of data in just 5 to 6 minutes,
with 40MB of storage space (60MB coming soon with the new 300-foot tape
cartridges).

One model fits PS/27 PC, XT & AT
We've kept JUMBO simple. One model,
with inexpensive internal mounting kits,
works with all IBM ® PS/2, PC, XT, and AT
computers and compatibles. And our
clamshell kit converts JUMBO to a standalone external drive. We've kept it easy to
use, too. Intuitive software menus are so
straight forward, you'll probably never

open JUMBO's
instruction manual. And your data is safe. You'll typically
fill 300,000 cartridges without losing a
single data bit. Yes, that's cartridges.

It works with QIC-40, too.
JUMBO is fully compatible with QIC-40—
the industry's new interchange standard—
and offers the best support available for
Novell® and 3Com® networks. All things
considered, this is the fastest tape drive
you can buy—along with the most inexpensive. Heavyweight performance for
peanuts. Why do you think we called
it JUMBO?

From the people who brought
you QIC-60.

QIC-60—the popular 60MB drive for PCs,
XTs and ATs sold by IBM, Tandy, Tecmar,
and others. With more than
60,000 QIC-60 systems in
service, industry editors
have rated it number one
in both user simplicity
and performance.
Get complete
details, prices, and
technical information from any JUMBO
distributor/dealer. For the name of the
one nearest you, call (303) 669-8000.

800 S. Taft Avenue, Loveland, CO 80537
(303) 669-8000 1èlex: 910-930-9021
Fax: (303) 667-0921

JUMBO was developed by the experienced
engineering team responsible for the
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Distributors
Entertainment Marketing, Inc., Houston, TX-1-800-247-1697
Franklin Telecom Corp., Westlake Village, CA-1-805-373-8688 (CA) 1-800-327-3850 (Outside CA)
Fountain Technologies, Somerset, NJ 1 201 563-4800
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Laser Technologies. Inc.. Bloomington, MN-1-612-888-7375
Liuski International, New York, NY-1-718-706-7770
Mini-Micro Supply Co., Inc., San Jose. CA-1-408-434-6859

Microland Electronics Corp., San Jose, CA I 408 922-0242
Xenon USA, Inc., Irvine, CA 1 714 250-4438
USA-FLEX, A C,omark Company, Glendale Heights, IL-1-800-872-3539
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